MARICOPA COUNTY IS SEEKING LOCUM TENENS MEDICAL EXAMINERS

Maricopa County, Arizona

Maricopa County is the fourth largest and fastest growing county in the nation! Our NAME (National Association of Medical Examiners)-accredited, state-of-the-art Medical Examiner’s Office (MCOME) is located in Phoenix, Arizona. The MCOME is currently accepting applications for Locum Tenens Medical Examiners to assist our 19 full-time Medical Examiners with a growing caseload.

Phoenix, also referred to as the “Valley of the Sun,” experiences 300+ days of sunshine annually. Sunshine makes it possible for you to explore, hike, cycle, fish, horseback ride, and walk along our beautiful desert trails any day. It is a great place to visit for a long weekend!

Locum Tenens Position

- Compensation of $2,000 per day worked in the office, which includes anticipated costs for travel, hotel, and car rental
- Assignment of a minimum of 4 routine, non-criminal cases per day
- Access to a complete support staff - 37 ABMDI certified investigators who respond to the majority of jurisdictional scenes and staff the office 24 hours a day, seven days a week; 18 forensic examination technicians; five forensic photographers; 14 case clerks; on-site Forensic Anthropologist, on-site Forensic Odontologist, and a full administrative support staff
- Access to in-house histology services with a three day average turnaround-time
- Access to toxicology testing through an external laboratory with an average two-week turnaround-time

Requirements

- Graduation from an approved school of medicine and board certification in anatomic pathology and forensic pathology, or board-eligible in forensic pathology for recent graduates
- Possession of a current license to practice medicine in the State of Arizona (emergency 90-day licensure available) and liability insurance
- Ability to work at least 3 consecutive days
- Successful completion of background check and interview process
- Ability to provide services according to MCOME standards

To apply, please email Curriculum Vitae to Julie Garrity, HR Analyst, at julie.garrity@maricopa.gov